ABSTRACT: An efficient system simulation methodology that solves the contaminanttransport problem in drinking-water-distribution systems is developed. The method can be effectively used for modeling the time-varying interaction of water quality and hydraulic behavior within the distribution-system environment. The solution of the timevarying water-quality problem is obtained in an event-oriented system-simulation framework. This allows for dynamic water-quality modeling that is less sensitive to the structure of the network and to the length of the simulation process itself than previously proposed methods. In addition, numerical dispersion of concentration front profile resolution is nearly eliminated. The resulting method can be applied to every type of water-distribution system while requiring the least number of calculations necessary to carry out the simulation process. The performance of the method is demonstated by application to an example water-distribution network. The method should prove to be a valuable tool for managing water quality in drinking-water-distribution systems.
of Peru, resulting in more than 284,979 probable cases and 3,070 reported deaths . The outbreak was also reported in a progressively decreasing magnitude in Ecuador, Columbia, Chile, Brazil, Mexico, and, to a much lesser extent, the United States. The CDC and USEPA assisted the Epidemiology Office of the Peruvian Ministry of Health in investigating the modes of transmission of the epidemic disease. The investigating team concluded that many of the waterborne-disease-outbreak problems associated with cholera were the result of improperly operated and poorly maintained distribution systems .
The inability of present-day treatment technology to effectively maintain finished-water quality in drinking water-distribution systems has resulted in a dramatic increase in federal water-quality legislation. The Safe Drinking Water Act and its Amendments (SDWAA) are examples of these regulatory activities. Under this act, the USEPA is responsible for protecting and purifying the nation's drinking-water supply. The USEPA's mandate includes establishing national drinking-water standards, or safe levels, for various contaminants found in drinking water that are known or are suspected to induce adverse health effects. These regulations will pose a massive challenge to the waterworks industry, affecting more than 200,000 public water-supply systems in the United States . Because the SDWAA has been interpreted as requiring that certain water-quality standards must be met at the consumer's tap, interest is growing in understanding the contaminant-transport process in piping systems.
In recent years, several authors have proposed algorithms that solve the contaminant-transport problem in water distribution systems. These techniques range from the use of steady-state ; to dynamic ) mathematical model formulations, and have exhibited varying levels of success in their predictive capabilities. Steadystate models use the law of mass conservation to determine the ultimate concentration distribution of contaminants that will take place if the distribution system reaches hydraulic equilibrium. Dynamic models rely on a system-simulation approach to determine the movement and fate of contaminants under time-varying demand, supply, and hydraulic conditions. Because water-distribution networks and the processes within them are usually categorized as continuous systems, dynamic modeling offers a more accurate and realistic representation of the timevarying interaction of water quality and hydraulic behavior . Despite their advantages, existing dynamic models exhibit certain limitations. Depending on the structure (e.g., pipe lengths) and hydraulic characteristics (e.g., pipe velocities) of the distribution system being simulated, and the detail to which it is modeled, the computational time and internal memory requirements of existing dynamic models can vary enormously and can become prohibitively excessive not only for desktop but even for mainframe computers. Problems of this sort are largely manifested during the simulation of distribution networks comprising a number of relatively long pipes with small velocities. Ad-hoc techniques may be used but not without a resulting loss of resolution. As a result, a robust and efficient, yet numerically explicit, method would be highly desirable.
One way to circumvent the previous problems is to employ a more rigorous system-simulation approach. The Event-Driven Method (EDM) of Boulos et al. (1994a,b) is an example of such an approach. In this case, the time-varying water-quality problem is simulated in an eventoriented environment. In this environment, the contaminant-transport process is driven by the distribution-system activities. The primary advantage of the method is that it allows for dynamic water-quality modeling that is less sensitive to the structure of the network and to the length of the simulation process itself. In addition, numerical dispersion of contaminant-concentration resolution is nearly eliminated. Other merits include elimination of the need for topological sorting, and automatic determination of the optimal pipe-segmentation scheme with the smallest number of segments necessary to carry out the simulation process, resulting in decreased memory and computational requirements.
This paper presents an extension of the Event-Driven Method of Boulos et al. (1994a,b) . The original method was developed for use in modeling the transport of conservative substances in water-distribution systems. The use of reactive species was restricted to a single set of boundary conditions. The original method is extended herein to handle time-varying hydraulic conditions. The resulting method can be effectively used for modeling chemical, biological, and hydraulic changes that result from the distribution-system activities and to predict the spatial and temporal distribution of constituents throughout the piping system. A one-dimensional transport model is assumed, with instantaneous and complete cross-sectional mixing of material. Longitudinal dispersion is neglected. The performance of the method is demonstrated by application to an example water-distribution network.
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One way to circumvent the previous problems is to employ a more rigorous system-simulation approach. The Event-Driven Method (EDM) of Boulos et al. (1994a,b) is an example of such an approach. In this case, the time-varying water-quality problem is simulated in an eventoriented environment. In this environment, the contaminant-transport process is driven by the distribution-system activities. The primary advantage of the method is that it allows for dynamic water-quality modeling that is less sensitive to the structure of the network and to the length of the simulation process itself. In addition, numerical dispersion of contaminant-concentration resolution is nearly eliminated. Other merits include elimination of the need for topological sorting, and automatic determination of the optimal pipe-segmentation scheme with the smallest number of segments necessary to carry out the simulation process, resulting in decreased memory and computational requirements. This paper presents an extension of the Event-Driven Method of Boulos et al. (1994a,b) . The original method was developed for use in modeling the transport of conservative substances in water-distribution systems. The use of reactive species was restricted to a single set of boundary conditions. The original method is extended herein to handle time-varying hydraulic conditions. The resulting method can be effectively used for modeling chemical, biological, and hydraulic changes that result from the distribution-system activities and to predict the spatial and temporal distribution of constituents throughout the piping system. A one-dimensional transport model is assumed, with instantaneous and complete cross-sectional mixing of material. Longitudinal dispersion is neglected. The performance of the method is demonstrated by application to an example water-distribution network. 
SYSTEM-SIMULATION MODEL

Network Model
The distribution network is an assemblage of a finite number of elements interconnected by nodes in some particular branched or looped configuration. Network elements are pipes, pumps, regulators, and valves with specified characteristics. The endpoints of each element are nodes with known energy grade or external water consumption. The network model is represented by the node-element system. Water flows through the network elements and can enter or exit the system at any node.
Hydraulic Model
The hydraulic simulation model of a water-distribution system consists essentially of solving an extended-period simulation of an open system affected by time-varying endogenous and exogenous activities. The terms "endogenous" and "exogenous" represent internally and externally generated activities, respectively. Examples of such activities include changes in waterusage patterns; external water-supply rates; water-surface elevations in storage tanks; storage tank, well, and pump operation; valving; flow reversal in pipes; and rapid demand changes (fire demands). Each set of activities is referred to as a "hydraulic event," and the duration between these events is referred to as the "hydraulic time step." A hydraulic time step of I hr is normally used. Each individual hydraulic event uniquely defines a state of the system. Changes in the state of the system are assumed to occur instantaneously at the beginning of each hydraulic event and remain constant over the length of the corresponding hydraulic time step. The timedependent progress of the system is then studied by following the changes in the state of the system. Both inertial and elastic effects are neglected.
For each hydraulic event, the state of the system is described mathematically by the following set of equations. 
Nodal Equations
" 2: Qij = 0; )=1 Vi (I)
Element Equations
where Hi and H j = heads at nodes i and}, respectively; andf( ) == a functional relation between head loss (or gain) and flow rate.
Eq. (1) expressed node-flow continuity, which asserts that at each node the algebraic sum of inflows ( -) or outflows ( + ) must be zero. Eq. (2) reflects conserving mass related to the inflow and outflow from each variable level storage tank to describe the dynamics of the tank fill-up and depletion. Eq. (3) represents the mechanical relationship between the energy loss or gain due to flow within an element. This is a nonlinear characteristic function that can vary depending on the approximating flow resistance law selected and the type of element (e.g., pump, valve) used. The simultaneous solution of these equations may be obtained iteratively using methods as described in , , . The dynamic characteristics of the next event are then used to update the inputs to the hydraulic model and the process is repeated for all subsequent hydraulic events for the remainder of the simulation period.
Water-Quality Model
The water-quality simulation process is represented by a one-dimensional transport model, with instantaneous and complete mixing of material. The model consists essentially of moving the substance concentrations forward in time at the mean flow velocity while undergoing a
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Nodal Equations
where Qi.j nodes.
volumetric flow rate in element {i, j} from node i to node j; and n number of 
Element Equations (2)
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kinetic concentration change (growth or decay) and mixing concentrations and flow volumes together at downstream nodes. The simulation proceeds by considering all the changes to the state of the system associated with each activity, as the activities occur, in chronological order. The way in which advective movement of the substance is executed defines the dynamic simulation model. Time-dependent distribution system activities are hydraulic and subhydraulic events. Hydraulic events are known a priori; subhydraulic events are endogenous events that are created during the simulation process. A subhydraulic event is generated whenever a change in the constituent concentration of water leaving (at least) one node takes place.
The passage of time is recorded by a simulation parameter referred to as a "clock" time. It is set to zero at the beginning of the simulation and subsequently indicates how much simulated time has passed since the start. Each unit of simulated time defines some spatial distribution of substance concentration. Two basic methods exist for updating clock time. The first method is to advance the clock by small uniform intervals of time and determine at each interval whether an event is due to occur at that time. The second method is to advance the clock to the time at which the next (or potential) event is due to occur. The first method is referred to as "interval oriented," and the second method is said to be "event oriented."
To date, most water-quality simulation models have been interval oriented. These models are driven by the water-quality time step, which is generally chosen to be less than or equal to the shortest flow time through any pipe in the network associated with a particular hydraulic event. The flow time through a pipe is the ratio of the pipe length to the pipe flow velocity. Under some circumstances, these methods can potentially lead to either prohibitively expensive solutions, or excessive errors. Because in EDM the substance advective movement is governed by the system dynamic activities, the aforementioned problems do not exist.
The EDM is extremely simple in principle. It is a simulation method that is implemented using the "next event" scheduling approach. In other words, the simulation clock time is advanced to the time of the next event to take place in the system (i.e., either a hydraulic or a subhydraulic event) and the simulation schedule is executed by carrying out all changes to the system state descriptors, associated with each event, as events occur, in chronological order. In any event-oriented approach it is assumed that the time delays between consecutive events are known a priori, or at least they can be determined dynamically during the simulation process itself. Moreover, the order of occurrence, or even the times of these events, may change when the system is affected by an exogenous event, such as, a hydraulic event. Since all flow patterns, flow times, the network topology, and eventually, the pipe and node concentrations are known (or can be derived) at any point in time during the simulation, the foregoing criteria are always satisfied in the EDM.
Basically, the EDM is a scheduler that creates, identifies, and places (or removes) events, i.e .. hydraulic or subhydraulic, into (or from) an activity list in a chronological order. Such data manipulation can be facilitated using, for example, a balanced binary tree. A binary tree is a data structure in which every node has at most two children, and it is said to be balanced if the difference in heights between the left and right subtrees of any node is at most one. This allows for logarithmic access to any data item stored within the tree. Associated with each hydraulic event is a record indicating the specific network flow pattern including pipes volumetric flow rates and velocities. This information is used to determine not only the nodal concentrations, but also to create (and schedule) future subhydraulic events.
Initially, the known hydraulic events are placed into the activity list in chronological order. It is assumed that the initial constituent concentration at every junction node is zero. Since the only factors affecting the concentration at any node are the concentrations and flows in the pipes immediately upstream of the given node, the only information that must be available during any point in the simulation are the different pipe segment concentrations. The details of how EDM handles subhydraulic events are presented below.
A subhydraulic event takes place whenever a water front with a different constituent concentration reaches a node. To each pipe we dynamically assign records called "seps" (there may be more than one per pipe), whose function is to serve as separators between volumes of water with different concentrations. More specifically, they are used to delineate time-dependent constituent concentration displacement fronts.
Two successive seps uniquely define a volume of water, or a "seg," with a specific constituentconcentration parameter. There are two types of water-quality constituents transported through the distribution system: cinert and reactive. The fundameiltal difference in representing the concentrations for the two types of constituents is the following. For inert species, the concentration remains at a fixed value throughout the length as well as the lifetime of a seg. This includes occurrences of subhydraulic and hydraulic events. For reactive species, on the other hand, the concentration will either increase (growth) or decrease (decay) with time from the original value present at the head end of the seg. The foregoing is illustrated in Figs. I and 2. Moreover, with hydraulic events, e.g., changes of velocities in pipes (including flow reversals), the concentration at the tail of a seg becomes a function of time and velocity and, therefore,
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JOURNAL OF WATER RESOURCES PLANNING' AND MANAGEMENT kinetic concentration change (growth or decay) and mixing concentrations and flow volumes together at downstream nodes. The simulation proceeds by considering all the changes to the state of the system associated with each activity, as the activities occur, in chronological order. The way in which advective movement of the substance is executed defines the dynamic simulation model. Time-dependent distribution system activities are hydraulic and subhydraulic events. Hydraulic events are known a priori; subhydraulic events are endogenous events that are created during the simulation process. A subhydraulic event is generated whenever a change in the constituent concentration of water leaving (at least) one node takes place.
Two successive seps uniquely define a volume of water, or a "seg," with a specific constituentconcentration parameter. There are two types of water-quality constituents transported through the distribution system: cinert and reactive. The fundameiltal difference in representing the concentrations for the two types of constituents is the following. For inert species, the concentration remains at a fixed value throughout the length as well as the lifetime of a seg. This includes occurrences of subhydraulic and hydraulic events. For reactive species, on the other hand, the concentration will either increase (growth) or decrease (decay) with time from the original value present at the head end of the seg. The foregoing is illustrated in Figs. I and 2 . Moreover, with hydraulic events, e.g., changes of velocities in pipes (including flow reversals), the concentration at the tail of a seg becomes a function of time and velocity and, therefore, Each sep contains four fields: TC, D T, C, and TA. These indicate the time of creation, distance traveled so far, (current) constituent concentration, and the projected time of arrival to the tail node, respectively. The lifetime of a sep is limited by the time period required for it to travel through its pipe, i.e., to reach its tail node. When that happens, the sep serves no further purpose, it is disposed of and the memory is reclaimed for other seps. For an initial nonzero constituent concentration distribution at the junction nodes, a new sep is introduced at the head of each pipe with the appropriate field values. The head and tail nodes of a pipe designate the pipe's upstream and downstream nodes, respectively.
The arrival of a sep to its tail node in, say I1t time period, signifies an occurrrence of a subhydraulic event. This triggers the following sequence of steps. First, the corresponding subhydraulic event is removed from the front of the activity list and the system simulation clock time is increased by I1t. The DT fields of the remaining seps in all of the pipes are updated accordingly as follows:
where DT u = distance between the ith pipe's kth sep and its source node; and U i = (current) velocity in pipe i. Next, a new nodal concentration at the tail node is computed from mass balance by determining all the incoming pipe's concentrations and accounting for each pipe's percentage contribution to the specific node. That is (5) (6) where C ncw = new constituent concentration at the tail node; Qi = volumetric flow rate in pipe i; C i . k = constituent concentration at the ith pipe's kth sep (first sep contributing to the node); and the summation is performed over all incoming pipes. F'inally, new seps are created, one for each outgoing pipe of the tail node under consideration, with the appropriate initial values for the TC, C, and DT fields. Their estimated times of arrival (TAs) are determined according to the present flow pattern and the subhydraulic events are placed, in chronological order, into the activity list. The nodal concentration calculation steps are illustrated in Fig. 3 . Fig. 3 (a) depicts a portion of a network model consisting of one junction node (j), two incoming pipes (PI> P2), one outgoing pipe (P 3 ), and five seps (SI> S2' S3' S4' Ss). It is assumed that the simulation clock time is set to zero and that all three pipes have equal flow velocities. We denote by t i the arrival time of Si to node j. Fig. 3(b) shows that, after t, period has elapsed, SI reached node j. The new constituent concentration at node j is determined from (5) as
SI is now disposed of and S6 is introduced at the head of pipe P 3 • Fig. 3(c) shows that, after t 2 period has elapsed, S2 reached node j and S6 moved forward (t 2 -t l ) time period. The new nodal concentration is obtained from
S2 is now disposed of and S7 is created at the head of pipe P3' Fig. 3(d) cannot be represented by a constant. The details of how the last case is handled by EDM are presented in a subsequent section. Each sep contains four fields: TC, D T, C, and TA. These indicate the time of creation, distance traveled so far, (current) constituent concentration, and the projected time of arrival to the tail node, respectively. The lifetime of a sep is limited by the time period required for it to travel through its pipe, i.e., to reach its tail node. When that happens, the sep serves no further purpose, it is disposed of and the memory is reclaimed for other seps. For an initial nonzero constituent concentration distribution at the junction nodes, a new sep is introduced at the head of each pipe with the appropriate field values. The head and tail nodes of a pipe designate the pipe's upstream and downstream nodes, respectively.
S2 is now disposed of and S7 is created at the head of pipe P3' Fig. 3(d) 
5, is now disposed of and 5 H is created for P" Fig. 3(e) shows that, after (4 period has elapsed, 54 reached node j and 56' 57, and 5 H moved forward ((4 -(,) time period. The new constituent concentration is calculated as 
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5, is now disposed of and 5 H is created for P" Fig. 3(e) shows that, after (4 period has elapsed,
S4 is now disposed of and S9 is created. Fig. 3(f) following which S5 is discarded and 5 10 is created.
(10)
Handling of Hydraulic Events
A hydraulic event will usually cause changes in the velocitylflow patterns that may, potentially, affect the DT and TA fields of some seps. This may necessitate a resorting of the activity list to keep the events in chronological order. Also, special care is needed to handle cases (pipes and their segs) whose flows were reversed as a result of a hydraulic event.
For the simulations handling inert substances, the hydraulic events are treated in a straightforward manner, i.e., the DT and TA fields are updated as needed and a new sep is introduced at the head node of each pipe whose flow pattern was affected by the event. The reason why EDM handles the aforementioned case with such ease can be explained by the following observation: Once a specific concentration has been determined for a particular seg it remains unchanged throughout its existence.
Unfortunately, this is not the case in modeling the movement of reactive substances. For purpose of illustration, a first-order exponential (decay) kinetic reaction rate expression describing the transformation mechanism will be assumed. Let us examine the concentration profile for a single seg shown in Fig. 2 . If there is no change in the flow velocity, as the seg moves through the pipe, the concentration contribution C 1 = Cue -"'u, at the tail of the seg will remain constant at the destination node. Here, IX designates the first-order decay rate constant. The problem arises when the velocity through the pipe, including flow reversal, changes. At that time, the concentration contribution at the destination node will no longer be a constant, in fact there is no explicit way to represent it other than a function of the initial concentration, the old and new velocities, and time. Hence, a new approach must be developed.
Below is a procedure used by EDM for handling hydraulic events in models with reactive species. First, the concentration profile for each seg is approximated by a sequence of subsegments, called "subsegs," in order to account for the differences in the concentrations present in the head, tail, and the in-between portions of the seg. This is necessary, since the value C 1 will no longer be indicative of the seg's concentration contribution at the destination node if the velocity, and especially if the direction of flow, has been affected by the hydraulic event. Consider a piecewise linearized approximation of the concentration profile in a seg, shown in Fig. 2 , as illustrated in Fig. 4 . In the limit, as the number of subsegs goes to infinity, the approximated concentration profile equals that of the original seg. In practice, of course, the partitioning of a seg can only be carried out to a certain point, i.e., the number of subsegs will always be a finite number that is a function of some, user-defined tolerance. The degree of refinement, or granularity of seg division, may also be individualized for each seg or pipe, depending on the concentration differentials and/or the new velocity through the pipe.
After each seg has been partitioned into subsegs, the concentration and time of creation for each subseg is stored and the subsegs are placed on the activity list in chronological order. Note that the concentration for each individual subseg is assumed to be constant, i.e., its head and tail concentrations are equal. The TA field of each subseg is determined from the current velocity and its position in the pipe. From this point on, there is no difference between how segs and subsegs are handled when they are removed from the activity list.
While it is true that some approximation/rounding errors will be introduced using this approach, the errors introduced will certainly be no worse than if a time-driven approach was used. Moreover, the EDM has the capability to automatically collapse subsegs arriving from different sources (pipes) that reach a given junction node. This reduces and controls the potential explosion and propagation of active subsegs throughout the distribution network during the simulation. This procedure is described in the subsequent section.
FIG. 4. Piecewise Linearized Approximation of Seg's Concentration Profile (Reactive Substance)
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S4 is now disposed of and S9 is created. Fig. 3(f) shows that, at simulation time 15 , S5 reached node j and S6' S7, 5~, and 59 moved forward (15 -( 4 ) time period. The new constituent concentration is now
following which S5 is discarded and 5 10 is created.
Handling of Hydraulic Events
FIG. 4. Piecewise Linearized Approximation of Seg's Concentration Profile (Reactive Substance)
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The simulation continues with time until all hydraulic events have been processed. At that time, graphical and tabular displays of the results depicting the time history of constituent concentrations throughout the distribution network can be generated.
Collapsing of Segs
In cases when a relatively large number of seps are simultaneously active, a partial aggregation of the seps may be performed. This requires the replacement of two adjacent seps by one if they are less than some small (user specified) distance apart, and if the relative differences between the adjacent segment concentrations are within admissible bounds. In practice, the computational inaccuracies that may appear due to the aggregation scheme presented below are sufficiently small to preserve the integrity .of the simulation.
Several conditions must be satisfied before the aggregation of seps takes place. Let us examine Fig. 5(a) , in which we wish to "collapse" the three segments into two. First, the distance (X2 -Xl) must be less than a given tolerance E. Second, the relative differences IY2 -YII and IY4 -Y3! must also be sufficiently small. The most important condition, however, is that the total amount of the contaminant contributed by the two new segments is equal to the contribution of the original three segments. A proper placement x*, for the new sep separating the two newly expanded segments, must therefore be determined. This condition may be represented by the following integral equation: 
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Collapsing of Segs
Several conditions must be satisfied before the aggregation of seps takes place. Let us examine Fig. 5(a) , in which we wish to "collapse" the three segments into two. First, the distance (X2 -Xl) must be less than a given tolerance E. Second, the relative differences IY2 -YII and IY4 -Y3! must also be sufficiently small. The most important condition, however, is that the total amount of the contaminant contributed by the two new segments is equal to the contribution of the original three segments. A proper placement x*, for the new sep separating the two newly expanded segments, must therefore be determined. This condition may be represented by the following integral equation: where the functions e l , e 2 , and e 3 denote the concentrations in segments 1,2, and 3, respectively. The foregoing is illustrated in Figs. 5(a and c) .
The values of x* is determined by the following sequence of steps. First, the area of A [see Fig. 5(a) ] is computed by setting (12) The linearization of the function e 2 is justified since the distance (x 2 xJ is assumed to be relatively small. Next, the extrapolated points 2 I and 2 2 are determined using the functions e, and e 3 , respectively. See Fig. l(b) for a clarification. This now allows us to formulate an approximation of the problem for determining x* as finding the zero of the function f(x) below, where
(15)
MODEL APPLICATION
Again, the linearization of the extrapolated functions e, and e 3 is justified by the fact that the distance (x 2 -XI) is small. Now f(x*) = 0 implies that the shaded area in Fig. 5(b) is equal to the area of A, therefore, satisfying our condition. Note that in degenerate cases for which f (x) has no zero between XI and X2, e.g., Y2 > Y3 > 2 2 > Y4 > Yh no collapsing will be performed since that may result in an unacceptably large error.
The foregoing procedure has widespread applications in water-distribution-system analysis. It can be effectively used in predicting water-quality-degradation problems, calibrating hydraulic network models, designing water-quality-sampling progams, optimizing disinfection processes, evaluating the water-quality aspects of distribution-network and storage-reservoir-improvement (x) dx (11) where the functions e l , e 2 , and e 3 denote the concentrations in segments 1,2, and 3, respectively. The foregoing is illustrated in Figs. 5(a and c) . The values of x* is determined by the following sequence of steps. First, the area of A [see Fig. 5(a) ] is computed by setting (12) The linearization of the function e 2 is justified since the distance (x 2 xJ is assumed to be relatively small. Next, the extrapolated points 2 I and 2 2 are determined using the functions e, and e 3 , respectively. See Fig. l(b) for a clarification. This now allows us to formulate an approximation of the problem for determining x* as finding the zero of the function f(x) below, where
The foregoing procedure has widespread applications in water-distribution-system analysis. It can be effectively used in predicting water-quality-degradation problems, calibrating hydraulic network models, designing water-quality-sampling progams, optimizing disinfection processes, evaluating the water-quality aspects of distribution-network and storage-reservoir-improvement ---... _---.
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1.2 projects, siting rechlorination facilities, determining disinfectant residuals, predicting disinfectant by-product growth, analyzing blended-water properties and managing multiquality source networks, planning the design of new systems or the repair and rehabilitation of existing ones, and assessing consumer exposure and alternative management strategies for maintaining and improving water quality in distribution systems.
The developed algorithm has been tested using a number of networks of different sizes. The performance of the proposed method is illustrated herein using a network studied earlier by Vanconcelos et al. (1994) . The network schematic is shown in Fig. 6 . It contains 126 pipe sections, 111 junction nodes, one storage reservoir, and one treatment plant. The hydraulic model data are as given by Vasconcelos et al. A chlorine concentration of 1. 7 mg/L was introduced into the system at the treatment plant and periodic chlorine-residual measurements were taken at various locations in the network for a 24-hr period thereafter. Four of these sampling locations were nodes 158,214, 1521, and 1821. In the original study, the interval-oriented Discrete Volume Element Method (DVEM) of was employed to determine chlorine-residual-concentration profiles in the system over the 24-hr sampling period. A first-order exponential decay model was assumed for chlorine consumption. The decay constant a in all pipes and in the reservoir was assigned a value of 1.0 days" I based on a laboratory beaker test of chlorine decay in water taken from the system. Based on the original data, EDM was used to determine the time history of chlorine concentrations at each of the four sampling nodes. Figs. 7-10 display the predicted and observed projects, siting rechlorination facilities, determining disinfectant residuals, predicting disinfectant by-product growth, analyzing blended-water properties and managing multiquality source networks, planning the design of new systems or the repair and rehabilitation of existing ones, and assessing consumer exposure and alternative management strategies for maintaining and improving water quality in distribution systems.
The developed algorithm has been tested using a number of networks of different sizes. The performance of the proposed method is illustrated herein using a network studied earlier by Vanconcelos et al. (1994) . The network schematic is shown in Fig. 6 . It contains 126 pipe sections, 111 junction nodes, one storage reservoir, and one treatment plant. The hydraulic model data are as given by Vasconcelos et al. A chlorine concentration of 1. 7 mg/L was introduced into the system at the treatment plant and periodic chlorine-residual measurements were taken at various locations in the network for a 24-hr period thereafter. Four of these sampling locations were nodes 158,214, 1521, and 1821. In the original study, the interval-oriented Discrete Volume Element Method (DVEM) of was employed to determine chlorine-residual-concentration profiles in the system over the 24-hr sampling period. A first-order exponential decay model was assumed for chlorine consumption. The decay constant a in all pipes and in the reservoir was assigned a value of 1.0 days" I based on a laboratory beaker test of chlorine decay in water taken from the system. Based on the original data, EDM was used to determine the time history of chlorine concentrations at each of the four sampling nodes. Figs. 7-10 display the predicted and observed chlorine profiles at sampling points 158,214, 1521, and 1821, respectively. As shown in these figures, both methods yielded acceptable results.
CONCLUSIONS
During the last decade, few areas of water-resources engineering have attracted more attention than that of distribution-system water-quality modeling. Given the timely challenge of complying with multitudes of new stringent regulations that are sweeping the waterworks industry, waterquality computer models are becoming increasingly useful to water utilities. These models provide a powerful and effective tool for enhancing engineering insight into the dynamics of water-quality variations and complex processes that occur within the distribution-system environment.
Common disadvantages with existing water-quality models include their sensitivity to the network structure and hydraulics, the modeling detail, and the length of the simulation process; resulting in either prohibitively expensive solutions or excessive errors. This paper has presented a new discrete simulation methodology for use in overcoming these problems. The water-quality transport problem is formulated and solved in an event-oriented system-simulation environment. Because the resulting model requires no explicit time discretization, reliable and economical water-quality solutions can always be obtained.
However, for reactive species, the use of water-quality models can ony be effective and reliable when the mechanisms of transformation and destruction of these materials in the distributionsystem environment are properly defined. Poorly defined models may result in poor prediction of water-quality parameters and, thus, defeat the whole purpose of the water-quality-modeling process. Procedures to determine kinetic model coefficients of reactive species for drinkingwater distribution systems are now needed. Together with the use of EDM, this would greatly enhance the ability of utility operators and designers to conceive and evaluate sound and effective recommendations for minimizing potential water-quality degradation in pipe distribution systems.
